Resolved Issue: KI9.2-006-MFE: Assigned Effort Activity Percentages Missing

POSTED: November 21, 2019

STATUS: Resolved

IMPACT: Some Assigned Effort activity percentages were missing for the primary institution and were causing review errors related to HRDM and IPEDS.

Resolution Information: The DBI was successfully applied to HPROD - 10/31/2019 effective dated row was added to Assigned Effort for the company currently holding the active primary job.

Original Known Issue Details

Audience: MFE Practitioners

Known Issue: Some Assigned Effort activity percentages are missing for the primary institution and are causing review errors related to HRDM and IPEDS.

Originally the Assigned Effort (formerly Funding & Effort) record belonged to the employee and if a faculty member left one institution and started working at another the activity percentages went with them and it was up to the new institution to update accordingly based on the appointment with their institution. With the Cohort 5 Go Live, the conversion looked at the effective date of the assigned effort record and assigned the company where the primary job was held at that time.

More Information and Support: Contact OneUSG Connect Support at oneusgsupport@usg.edu.

Information on all active and resolved known issues is available at www.usg.edu/oneusg_connect under Practitioner Services.